










FDOD: FROM THE SOURCE 

"\rle believe in ,Nhat Silver Fern Farms are doing, othervvise 
we vvouldn't be able to build what we're doing and try to 

operate a best practice business." 
- William Beetham 



OOD: FROM THE SOURCE 

Luscious Lamb Salad 
ls the days grow shorter and the nights grow longer, this simple yet tantalising autumn salad is a 
1earty satisfying meal lo prepare that the whole family will enjoy. Pair it with the right seasonal 
ngredienls lo really bring out the succulent lasle of Silver Fern Farm's mellingly tender meal. 

'.ECIPE BY EMILY BEETHAM PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW COFFEY 

fempting Lamb Meals to Warm You in the Cooler Weather 
ly combining the best ingredients the season has to offer wilh melt-in-the-mouth tender Silver Fern Farms Lamb, 
1ou'll be able to create a delicious range of dishes from around lhe world without leaving your kitchen. 

)LIVES 

30th olives and olive oil 

ire great ingredients to 

,se in lamb dishes to 

inhance the meat's 

lavour. The combination 

, a staple of many 

:uisines, particularly 

llediterranean food. 
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EGGPLANT 

The naturally mild flavour 

and spongy texture of 

eggplant makes it the 

perfect accompaniment 

to lamb. The two 

ingredients are often 

used together in Turkish 

and Moroccan dishes. 

LEMONS 

Lamb is a naturally lean 

meat, and most cuisines 

recognise the need for 

an acidic ingredient or 

a sauce to 'cut' through 

this. Lemons offer 

a fresh and easy way 

to get this balance. 

CAPSICUMS ROSEMARY 

Vegetables that have Lamb is a robust-flavoured 

some sweetness such as meat and, consequently, 

capsicums, work well works well with strongly 

with the slightly sweet flavoured seasonings. 

flavours that can be Rosemary is the perfect, 

found in lamb. Combine in-season herb to provide 

the two in a stew for a an aromatic partner to 

delicious meal. any lamb dish. 






